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STABILITY OF THE FOUR-POINT FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEME FOR LINEAR PARABOLIC EQUATIONS WITH FIRST DERIVATIVES AND WITH VARIABLE COEFFICIENTS
This paper presents a sufficient condition of stability of the four-point finite difference scheme for the equation p=I dx p f=n P + c(x 1f ...,x Q ,t)u+d(x 1 ..,x n ,t) with initial condition (2) u(x^j , • ,2^,0) s f^(x^,,..,x Q ) for (x/j,... e co^ and boundary condition (3) u(x 1f ... ,x n »t) = = f 2 (x 1f ...,x Ill t) for (x 1t ... f x Q )e T , t e to,. .
The; cube is given by inequalities P = 1,2,...,n, (£ p , £ being constant), r is the boundary of and = <0,1'> (T being a positive number).
Assume that 1° the coefficients are continuous on the set a)'= o^x , and that 
The approximations of the derivatives are obvious
The values R^, Rg, R^ are the rest-terms. We substitute (7), (8) and (9) into the equation (1) Introduce the symbols B p = maxjbpix^..,x n ,t)|, = = min|a p (x 1 ,...,x Q ,t) .
It is always possible to choose a sufficiently small grid-step to fulfil the inequalities
S-i'Vp^0» P = 1.2 which result from (17). Hence the condition for the length of grid-step is (2), (3) 
